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ABSTRACT 

This project tell about how to produce intake valve for Perodua Kancil engine. 

Objective for this project is to modeling and fabricating intake valve. The material that use is 

aluminium. Idea to fabricate this intake valve come after have many new model and shape in 

market. In that case, the information about how to produce the intake valve easy to get in 

internet. Three dimensional drawing for this intake valve is using Solidwork software, 

COSMOS Flow software to analysis about flow movement and produce by CNC Lathe 

Machine. In market, this intake valve is made by casting proses and finalize by turning (lathe) 

process. But, for this project, the intake valve is fully produce by CNC Lathe Process (turning 

process) 
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CHAPTER1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Final year project is one of the subjects for this semester. In this subject, a project 

needs to do to fulfill the subject requirement. This project involves modeling and 

fabrication of intake valve for perodua kancil engine. 

1.2 Problem Statements 

In industry, valve normally produced by casting process. In this project, the valve 

is made by CAM method using CNC Lathe Machine. 

1.3 Project Objectives 

This project should be finished until the defect can be minimized. This project is 

apply the Jesson and knowledgeable that we learn before. Then, we can practice the skill 

and solving the problem using academic study. This project also, to enhance a student 
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skill and ability to work individually and work as a team. It also gives us, an experience 

and knowledge. So the objectives of this project are to fubricate intake valve for 660cc 

Perodua Kancil engine. 

1.4 Project Scope 

Basically, this project is base on these scopes of work: 

a) 3D CAD modeling of the original production intake valve 

b) 3D CAD modeling of the modified intake valve 

c) Simulate flow around the valve using COSMOS flow 

d) Machining of the original and modified intake valve using CAM Method 

1.5 Project Organization 

Chapter 2: Literature review. This chapter show about basic components in valve train, 

the main function of each component, valve clearance and other type of valve. 

Chapter 3: Methodology. First, the intake valve is measured by vernier caliper and draw 

in Solid Works Software. The modified valve must be drawing basic on original 

production valve. Then simulate the drawings using Cosmos Flow Software. After that, 

CNC code (G-eodes) must be created before transfer to machine. 

Chapter 4: Result discussion. The result is get from CFD simulation like cut plot, flow 

trajectories, graph pressure versus curve length and velocity versus curve length. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion. Valve can be fabricate using machining process (CNC lathe 

machining) and simulate flow inside the cylinder can be done using Cosmos Flow 

Software (CFD). 

Table 1.1: Project planning 

Week 
Activities 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

Title 

Verify main supervisor 

Verify project title 

Verify objectives & 

scope of project 

Literature review 

Valve train components 

Operating principle 

Get article from 

sciencedirect.com 

Methodology 

Measuring intake valve 

Engineering drawing 

CFD simulation 

Fabrication 

Result & discussion 

Conclusion 

Final presentation & 

complete report 



CHAPTER2 

LITERATURE STUDY 

2.1 lntroduetion 

This chapter contains about internal combustion engme, 4-stroke principle, 

companion cylinder, valve train and CNC Lathe machine. There are 7 basic components 

in valve train like valve, spring, rocker arm, lifters, camshaft, timing belt and crankshaft. 

Each engine cylinders have at least two valves, an intake valve and exhaust valve. The 

intake valves open just before the intake stroke begins. These allow the air-fuel mixture 

to enter the cylinder. The exhausts open just before the exhaust stroke begins so the burn 

gases can escape from the cylinder. 4 stroke cycle requires two 360° revolutions (720°) 

of the crankshaft. At the same times, the intake and exhaust valve each open once. 

Valves are opened by the camshaft. The camshaft and crankshaft are connected by 

timing beh or chain. There are half as many teeth on the crank drive on the cam drive. 

2.2 Internal Combustion Engine 

An engine is a machine that converts heat energy into mechanical energy. The 

heat from burning a fuel produces power which moves the vehicle. Sometimes the 

engine is called the power plant. Automotive engines are internal-combustion (IC) 
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engines because the fuel that runs them is burned internally, or inside the engines. There 

are 2 types [1]; 

a. Reciprocating engine (Figure 2.1) - means moving up and down or back and 

forth. Most automotive engines are reciprocating. They have pistons that move 

up and down or reciprocate, in cylinders. These are piston engines 

b. Rotary engine (Figure 2.2) - have rotors that spin or rotate. The only such engine 

now used in automobiles is the Wankle engine 

Figure 2.1: Reciprocating engine 

' ·. . ·Wit'"'. '. : ' .. ·l 

~/ 

' 
~ ' ,•' 

'' .. r-··· 

Figure 2.2: Rotary engine 
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2.3 4-Strokes Engine 

A stroke is the movement of the piston from TDC (top dead center) to BDC 

(bottom dead center). They are 4 strokes in one 4 strokes cycle of the engine. They are 

called the intake stroke, compression stroke, power stroke and exhaust stroke [2]. 

i. 

ii. 

Intake stroke - petrol will not burn unless it is mixed with the correct 

amount of air. It is very explosive when one part is mixed with about 15 parts of 

air. As the crankshaft turns, it pulls the rod and piston down in the cylinder. This 

action creates a suction known as engine vacuum, which draws in a mixture of 

air and fuel through the open intake valve. About 10,000 gallons of air is drawn 

in for every 1 gallon of fuel. The air and fuel mixture is supplied by the 

carburetor or by the fuel injection system. The ideal mixture (called 

stoichiometric) for the combined purpose of engine performance, emission 

control and fuel economy is about 14:7:1 [2]. 

Compression stroke - a puddle of petrol that is lit on fire in open air does 

not produce power. If it is confined in a cylinder, usable power can be produced. 

Compressing the mixture of air and fuel into a smaller area makes it easier to 

burn. The compression stroke begins at BDC after the intake stroke is complete. 

The intake valve closes and the piston moves up in the cylinder, compressing the 

air and fuel mixture. As the piston moves toward TDC, the mixture is 

compressed to about 118 of the volume is occupied when the piston was at BDC. 

In this case, the compression ratio is said to be 8:1. If the mixture is compressed 

to 1112 its original volume, the compression ratio is then 12:1 [2]. 

iii. Power stroke - as the piston approaches TDC on its compression stroke, 

the compressed air and fuel mixture becomes very explosive. When the ignition 

system generates a spark at the spark plug, the fuel ignites. As the fuel mixture 

burns, it expands, forcing the piston to move down in the cylinder until it reaches 

BDC. The action of the piston turns the crankshaft to power car. The power 
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stroke is sometimes called the expansion strokes [2]. 

iv. Exhaust stroke - as the piston near BDC on the power stroke another 

valve open, allowing the spent gases to escape. Because the burning gases are 

still expanding, they are force out trough the open exhaust valve. As the crank 

continues to turn past BDC, the piston moves up in the cylinder, helping to force 

the remaining exhaust gases out trough the open exhaust valve. A few degrees 

after the piston passes TDC, the exhaust valve closed. The entire 4 stroke cycle 

repeats itself [2]. 

2.4 Companion cylinders 

Any engine with an even number of cylinders will have pairs of cylinder called 

companion cylinders, or running mates. The pistons go up and down in pairs. When one 

piston is starting its power strokes, its companion piston is at the start of its intake 

stroke. To find out which cylinder are companions, take the frrst half of the engine's 

firing order and place it above the second half [2]. 

1 51 cy Iinder 

2"" cylinder 

3 rd cylinder 

4th cylinder 

151 stroke 2"" stroke 3rd stroke 

720° 

360° 

:I: 180° + 180° 180° 

Power Exhaust Intake 

Compression Power Exhaust 

Intake Compression Power 

Exhaust Intake Compression 

Figure 2.3: Companion cylinders 

4th stroke 

360 

+ 180° 

Compression 

Intake 

Exhaust 

Power 
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Figure 1.31 it appears that the same carburetor for a single cylinder engine could 

theoretically be use to operate a four cylinder engine that had cylinders of nearly the 

same displacement. It appears that the 4 stroke engine only uses the carburetor during 

the intake stroke. But the engine actually breathes air and fuel for a period of time longer 

than the intake stroke's 180° of crankshaft rotation. The valves start to open before TDC 

and closes after BDC when crankshaft has traveled considerably into the compression 

stroke. The reason for this is to allow the cylinder to fill with as much air and fuel 

mixture as possible. A single carburetor on this engine would have to be larger so it 

could serve more than one cylinder at a time because of the overlapping intake strokes. 

2.5 Valve 

Each engine cylinder has at least 2 valves, an intake valve and exhaust valve. 

The intake valves open just before the intake stroke begins. These allow the air-fuel 

mixture to enter the cylinder. The exhaust valve opens just before the exhaust stroke 

begins so the burned gases can escape from the cylinder. The intake valve is usually 

larger than the exhaust. The reason is that when the intake valve is open, the only force 

moving air-fuel mixture into the cylinder is atmospheric pressure. When the exhaust 

valve opens on the exhaust stroke, there is still high pressure in the engine cylinder. A 

smaller exhaust valve provides enough space for the high pressure exhaust gases to get 

out of the cylinder. Some valves have chrome-plated sterns and a hard alloy tip welded 

onto the stem end. This reduces wear on these two areas. Other valves have a hollow 

stem to reduce valve weight. Lighter valves reduce the effects of inertia. These increase 

engine power and responsiveness [I]. 
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2.5.1 Valve Arrangement 

a) L-Head Engines- The L-head engine has the valves and the camshaft in 

cylinder block. This arrangement was once popular for automotive engine. Now, 

it is used only in small engine for lawn mowers and similar equipment. These are 

applications where light weight and simplicity are important. The L-head engine 

has two drawbacks for automotive use. First, it cannot be designed to have a high 

compression ratio. The higher compression ratio, the more power the engine 

produces. Second, the L-head engine has excessive exhaust emissions. The 

exhaust gas contains too much unburned and partly burned fuel. The reason is 

that the combustion chamber surfuce are large and relatively tool. This prevents 

combustion of the layers of air-fuel mixture close to those surfuces. 

b) Overhead-Valve Engine- In an overhead valve or pushrod engine, the 

camshaft is in the cylinder block and the valves are in the cylinder head. 

Overhead-valve engine have higher compression ratios than L-head engines. 

Locating the valves directly over the piston permits the clearance volume to be 

smaller. This is the volume above the piston at TDC. When the air-fuel mixture 

is compressed into a smaller space, the compression ratio is higher. This means 

more engine torque and power. Some overhead-valve engines have valve reliefs 

cut into the piston heads. The valve reliefs provide space into which the valves 

can open without striking the piston. 

c) Overhead-Camshaft Engines (OHC)- Many newer engine designs place 

the camshaft on the cylinder head. One reason for the shift to OHC engine is that 

pushrod and rocker arms have inertia. They resist changing speed and direction. 

Pushrod and rocker arm inertia effect valve action. They resist moving until 

sufficient furce is applied to them. As a resuh, the rocker arm and pushrod bend 

or flex before they open the valve. With the camshaft on the cylinder head, the 

cams can act directly on the bucket tappets or rocker arms. 
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d) Multi-Valve Engine- Engine with more then two valves per cylinder are 

referred to as muhivalve engine. The additional valves allow more air-fuel 

mixture to enter and the exhaust gas to escape more easily. This improves the 

volumetric efficiency of the engine. Also, the valve head diameter is smaller and 

the valves weight less. This reduces the effects of inertia and reduces the valve

spring force needed to closer a larger valve at high engine speed. 

2.6 Valve Train 

i. Crankshaft - Sometimes casually abbreviated to crank, is the part of an 

engine which translates reciprocating linear piston motion into rotation. It 

typically connects to a flywheel, to reduce the pulsation characteristic of the 

four-stroke cycle, and sometimes a torsional or vibrational damper at the 

opposite end, to reduce the torsion vibrations often caused along the length of the 

crankshaft by the cylinders fiuthest from the output end acting on the torsional 

elasticity of the metal [3]. 

ii. Timing Belt - A timing beh is a part of an internal combustion engine that 

controls the timing of the engine's valves. The term "timing beh" is also used for 

general case of any flat belt with integral teeth. Such behs are used for power 

transmission or to interchange rotary motion and linear motion. A common non

automotive application is in linear positioning systems. Such behs have also been 

used in efforts to make a cleaner, lower-maintenance bicycle transmission but 

have never become popular in this application. In the internal combustion engine 

application, the timing beh connects the crankshaft to the camshaft(s) which in 

turn controls the opening and closing of the engine's valves. A four-stroke engine 

requires that the valves open and close once every other turns of the crankshaft. 

The timing beh does this. It has custom teeth to turn the camshaft(s) 

synchronized with the crankshaft and is specifically designed for a particular 
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engine. In some engine designs, the timing belt may also be used to drive other 

engine components such as the water pwnp and oil pwnp [4]. 

iii. Camshaft - The camshaft is an apparatus often used in piston engines to 

operate poppet valves. It consists of a cylindrical rod running the length of the 

cylinder bank with a number of oblong lobes or cams protruding from it, one for 

each valve. The cams force the valves open by pressing on the valve, or on some 

intermediate mechanism, as they rotate [ 5]. 

iv. Rocker arms - A rocker arm is a pivoted lever that transfers cam or 

pushrod motion to the valve stem. Many rocker arms are made of stamped steel. 

Others are forged or cast aluminum. Some rocker arms are adjustable. One type 

of stud mounted rocker arms is adjusted by turning the stud nut. Other rocker 

arms have an adjustment screw or nut in one end [1]. 

v. Valve Lifters (I'appets) - In some OHC engine, the cam lobe motion is 

sent directly to the valve stems by bucket tappets. Other OHC engine transmits 

cam lobe motion through rocker arms to the valve stems. There are 2 types of 

valve lifters. These are mechanical and hydraulic [l ]. 

vi. Springs - There are many types of valve springs. A simple spring has a 

uniform pitch (rate). Other springs have a variable pitch that changes as the 

spring is compressed [2]. 

Figure 2.4: Crankshaft 
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Figure 2.5: Camshaft 

Figure 2.6: Valve 

Figure 2.7: Spring 

Figure 2.8: Valve lifters 
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Figure 2.9: Timing belt 

Figure 2.10: Rocker arms 

2.7 Valve Clearance Measurement 

Valve clearance is measured with the valve closed, typically at Top dead centre 

of the compression stroke. The tappet will be resting on the heel of the cam lobe. A 

feeler gauge must pass through the clearance space. The feeler gauge should fit in and 

out with a slight drag. If the feeler gauge will not fit in, then the clearance is too small. If 

the blade of the reeler gauge fits in too loose then the clearance is too big [6]. 

2.8 Valve Clearance Adjustment 

Valve clearance refers to the small gap between valve lifter and valve stem (or 

rocker arm and valve stem) that ensures that the valve completely closes, an expansion 
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joint in the valve train. Most engines have the valve clearance set by grinding the end of 

the valve stem during engine assembly, overhead cams not needing subsequent 

adjustment. In earlier engines, (mostly with push rods and rocker arms) used adjustable 

tappets or hydraulic tappets to adjust for valve and cam wear. Lack of valve clearance 

will prevent valve closure causing leakage and valve damage [6]. 

2.9 Port Flow 

There are many common design and porting strategies to increase flow. 

Increasing the diameter of the valves to take up as much the cylinder diameter as 

possible to increase the flow through the intake and exhaust ports is one method. 

However, increased valve size can decrease valve shrouding (the impedance of flow 

created by the cylinder floor.) To counter this, valves are commonly designed to open 

into the middle of the cylinder (such as the Chrysler Hemi or the Ford Cleveland engines 

with canted valves). Also, increasing valve lift, or the distance valves are opened into the 

cylinder or using multiple smaller valves can increase flow. With the advent of computer 

technology, in modem engines valves events can be controlled directly by the engine's 

computer, minimizing engine operation at any speed or load [6]. 

2.10 CNC Lathe Machine 

CNC Lathes machines - a conventional engine lathe or turret lathe is a 

common machine is just about every machine shop. A lathe is used for machining 

cylindrical or conical work, such as shafts, rings, wheels, bores, threads, etc. The most 

common lathe operation is removal of material from a round stock, using a turning tool 

fur external cutting. A lathe can also be used for internal operations such as boring, as 
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well as for grooving, threading, if a proper cutting tool is used. Engine lathes has often 

only one or two cutting tools mounted at a time, but have more machining power [7]. 

Figure 2.11: CNC lathe machine (DMG Fanuc) 

2.11 Summary 

Internal combustion engine is converts heat energy into mechanical energy. They 

are 4 strokes in one 4 strokes cycle of the engine. They are called the intake stroke, 

compression stroke, power stroke and exhaust stroke. Each engine cylinder has at least 2 

valves, an intake valve and exhaust valve. Valve train has 7 hasic parts: crankshaft, 

timing belt, camshaft, rocker arms, lifters, spring and valve. A CNC lathe machine is 

used for machining cylindrical or conical work, such as shafts, rings, wheels, bores, 

threads and etc. 
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CHAPTER3 

METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter contains about how to measure and design the intake valve. The 

intake valve is draw using Solidworks software and CosmosfloWorks software to make 

a simple analysis about flow movement in combustion chamber four strokes engine. It 

takes a several step to obtain the resuh. Also, this chapter shows the G-Code for original 

intake valve and modified intake valve follow the DMG Fanuc rules. Lastly, machining 

process is continued to produce the intake valve. 
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( Take title at supervisor ) 
~ 

( Literature review ) 
! 

( Measuring intake valve ) 
! 

Draw and redesign the intake 
valve using solidworks software 

Extract the G code ( CFD modeling & simulation ) 

_______ .,. 
Machining 

Analysis and Reporting 

Figure 3.1: Planning process 

3.2 Measuring Intake Valve 

The equipment that use is vernier calipers with scale 0.02 millimeter. 
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Figure 3.2: Vernier caliper 

3.3 Engineering Drawing 

Solidworks software is used to draw all 4 valves with different shape and size. 

The drawings include two and three dimensional view. 

3.3.1 Original Intake Valve 

The precise of this drawing is two decimal points. The dimension is fully same 

like original intake valve and not modified. Figure 3 show the three dimensional view 

while figure 4a and figure 4b show the two dimensional view. 

Figure 3.3: Three dimensional drawing of original intake valve 
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l j 1 

l ' ' 

,·;:_,' 

Figure 3.4: Two dimensional drawing of original intake valve 

,- ~- ~~ ._,_, 
';----........; 

Figure 3.5: Two dimensional drawing of original intake valve (detail view) 

3.3.2 Redesign Intake Valve 

a. Original Intake Valve with Fin 

The shape and size is quite same like original intake valve (Figure 3.2), but a pair 

~f fin is added in bottom side. 
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Fin 

Figure 3.6: Three dimensional drawing of original intake valve with fin 

b. Modified Intake Valve 

The chamfer in top side is discarding and diameter in bottom side is decrease 

with 0.5 millimeter. 

Thinned 

Figure 3.7: Three dimensional drawing of modified intake valve 

c. Modified Intake Valve with Fin 

The shape and size is quite same like modified intake valve (Figure 3.5), but a 

pair of fin is added in bottom side. 

Figure 3.8: Modified intake valve 
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3.4 CFD Modeling and Simulation 

COSMOSFloWorks is software to obtain fundamental fluid flow analysis 

capabilities such as internal and external steady state flow, incompressible and 

compressible flow, mixing of multiple fluids, heat transfer in solids, porous media, time

dependent analyses, gravitational effects, funs, volume sources, wall roughness, and 

advanced capabilities such as particle tracking, animation. It have a few step to crop the 

resuh. The step is [II]; 

a. Create a COSMOS Flo Works Project 

i. Click Flo Works, Project, Wizard. 

ii. Once inside the Wizard, select Create new 

---- l:l r------ ,._ .. _,..._ .. _ .. _,_ 
1t11 ~ .... CCI'I'Iedlcl YauDM ..... Ihtca.-. 
~CI~e'*ladiglnlian.iaiDWtgeftllllll,_lo 
the~=" 1lliln. Youe~n-..-.ch....alo .. P!Ciilcl 

,-""----, r:' ="'::;_ ___ .., 
i ~ Qoolo

(" u.cu.t 

< lhck N ... > II Cineol 

Figure 3.9: Project name 

iii. Choose the system of units (SI for this project). 



r------- --·-"'-;,_ .. _._Tho 
gal fath' ...... ,...., ......... -... ........ _ ..... "' 

. --mmln 

grad 
yd 

crns'mi/e/h 

FW
FW
F\1/Defiwd 
f\11 Defined 
F'W Defhod 
F\11 Defned 

<Book II ..... 

CGS (00>9'1 
FPS~..,_,I 
IPS£ ....... 1 
NMM(......,I 
Sil-l 
USA 

Figure 3.10: Units selected 

iv. Set the fluid type to Liquid. 

W"IZilfd - Fluid TJPe and Pb,sical Featu~es ~' 

-------- ------------ -----. -·-- -l 

r rJrJ'l-N'Ci'·}j,,,.,.,r,:,,p,.:: I 

<Book II ~~oot> 

Figure 3.11: Fluid type and physical features 

v. Set the analysis type to Internal. 

22 
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r------- --.. - .. --d-Fcw--- ........ -----.... ---.., ....... ,... ............... -....... -...... _ ... 
,._ .............. ~--·---.~ .... -....... ~ tD .......... il,_ ................... llrM -- / ............ --.. ··-" -- ~~-.---------

1 r Elolomol 
I 

I r E~du':!IOi•·r~~r·r-5l:;p~ces Iii'=._--..-... ... 
I :-•d.____ I 
ilx 3 _jl 
L__ ---------

• 

Figure 3.12: Analysis type 

vi. Click Next to accepting the default zero roughness value for all model 

walls. 

3 

Jt r~-- --~--------

of'--.,-.--,.+--,~ I 

2 J 
4 i; - lo-

51 ' 51 I: Ypm!l.., I Yvm1 
r-1 r=1 

Rz,_, 5 

Figure 3.13: Roughness value 
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vii. Choose Water SPas the fluid. You can either double-click Water SP or 

select the item in the left column and click Add . 

..---------.. - .... --.. -Tho,... 
~ .. lllkJclllanhh~ ...... 

~~~- ~-
? ·- """ . N Pah - FWD .. "" Dolnool • ......... FWD ..... FWD 

a ..... FWD Add I c.bon doHida FW D 

""""" FWD 
R- I , ...... FWD ·- FWD ·- FWD 

FUor. FW~ C\•' •• 

<Book II...,., 

Figure 3.14: Selecting fluid substances 

viii. Click Next accepting the delimit wall conditions. 

Wizard - Default 'Wall Conditions £3' 
.------- __ .. ____ llrhliidin-

tttijH 
• 

.......... -·--~or-..... -... -Oiool\idond-""' .. _ ........ _ - ..... -.-....... --... ..... .... 
-.ar'1ielt ......... blwii: .... IDarlram ...... d .. -ro:-.:::· --------·--·--· 
rw,._ 
t'H., ... ('--· 

<Bock II _, I c.a .. 

Figure 3.15: Defuult wall conditions 



ix. Click Next accepting the default for the initial conditions. 

WIZilrd -Initial and Ambient Condlbons [3 .------- .... ___ ., __ .......... _ .. _ ---........ _ .. _ .. _ ... ___ ....., .. ___ _ 
~-............ -
ll'aramt~M~l VIol~ 
~-·-- ------------- ----------- - -

~:~--~-~ .. , 
"''e!!~'e 

T•"'c•··~v .. 
Jt: Y•II)CIIy P~rJ,.,.~I 

<Ia II N•> 

Figure 3.16: Initial and ambient conditions 

x. Accept the default for the Result Resolution. 

,.... ......... ~ ............... , .. _ ... _ ..... __ .. _1110_ ... 
Mlllckr*IID ....... IJaudDnal:llt.,._.,.._..,_ -... --... --

4 5 6 7 
,...Red....._ 
i 1 2 3 

r M..a...-....a~ ........... 
r __ ., .. -.....,_ 

<Ia II """' 

Figure 3.17: Result resolution and geometry resolution 
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xi. Click Finish. 

,-------_., .. .,.._ 
Pro.ect flarre: 

crc)tct 1 

Pro_ect eut;1.1t atrectcry 
C.'\Cctumtflta and Setbn;t'.&:IZ111.1y I::tcllme-ntt 

Anal"t*il ~· lrttemal 
elide cavties wthcut '!lclw ctndititms: On 

<a.ct. II -. 

Figure 3.18: Summary 

b. Show and set up the project 
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i. Click on the Solid Works Configuration Manager to show the new 

configuration. 

f'i ~ Pat1 Configuratir(s) (Defd (1)) 

1~ Defao.l (1 )( Pat1 I 

Figure 3.19: Configuration manager 



ii. Go to the COSMOSFloWorks Design Tree and open all the icons. 

Input Oato 

lJl Computat1onal C:omarn 

..X:. Global Coordinate System 
,.,, Lo,:al if·utial Mo!:sh 

r .... *"· TrMsf!:rred Boundar)' Condrt:~ons 
~ Component Control 

R h~ Boundal)· Condrr1·ons 

b) Inlet Mass Flo·s1 
'(\."~ Stat1c Pressure 1 

0~ """' 
t .. f Heat Sour•:'!s 
.-,..~, lnrt1al Condrt:~cns 

'ijj Por··:lUS :.Jndrti•JI"':S 

B Gcals 

~ SG .:...vera~e Stat1·: Pressure 1 

i+i ~ Resu~s 

Figure 3.20: Design tree 
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iii. Right-click the Computational Domain icon and select Hide to hide the 

black wire frame box. 

'A [1efau~ : 1: 

1~1 ·:'f Input Data 

~[;.I! I I*' j ,41· 
..X:. •31obal CoNdllrln:~·~_!~~:!~;_j 
"'ijl Local lnrr~al ;.,, 

:··-""' Transferred Boundar-:,.· Condit1ons 
Dt1 Comp.:rnent Contr·ol 

Figure 3.21: Computational domain 
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3.4.1 Boundary Conditions 

Boundary Conditions is to create flow inlet and outlet boundary conditions, as 

well as wall conditions on selected fluid-contacting faces for both Internal and External 

flow analyses. Also thermal wall conditions can be created on selected external walls for 

internal flow analyses with "Heat transfer in solids". There are I 0 steps; 

i. In the COSMOSFloWorks Design Tree, right click the Boundary 

Conditions icon and select Insert Boundary Condition. 

~;1 [:efau~ ::1; 
'-! . 'f !nput C•llta 

Q C:Jmout!1:1cn~i [:.:Jma:n 

.J: .. Global Cxwdlnate System 

~"a L·~·::ar !nit1al Ue~h 

r ...... Transfen·ec B(lundar:.· Condrt1·~ns 

. ill! C:JmP•Jrre111 Co~tr·:rl 

•· Q=; Fans 
: ~ Heat Sources 

Figure 3.22: Boundary conditions inserted 

ii. Select the inner face of the Lid 1 part as shown. 

0 

Figure 3.23: Inner face selected 



iii. Select Flow openings and Inlet Mass Flow. 

r Bas1c set of boundary CO!idrt1M! 

' 

I 
Ci' Flo1> opernn~s 

(" P~ll.t~ O~l!ilj5 

I r ·:;ali 

~lcet to !IPPI;,·JI"ie boundar:,· :cr~d~K>r' 

" 
.· .. ··.· 

1"11£ ,;lu"'e ::1crs 
l"'lt': .~lc·:~y 
0 .. 1;e: ·,1,s "~-,... 
0-.1 et ··:·.J~e ~~·.·-· 
Ou1'et ·:el~:rt-· 

Figure 3.24: Flow openings 
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OK 

iv. Set the Mass flow rate normal to face to 0.5 kg/s under the Settings tab. 

--t 
...,.,..., • Vll!ot OK 
!:;j FI~».'I'Pir • ....-1 

'·'•»fl~ --~-;·-·l~~f•:. ~~·;5 

;r:; · vt::t:'1 ~~·•:::,:- ·~~-..,..~1 1: f~:. 

~··· 

Figure 3.25: Boundary conditions (Settings Tab) 
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v. Click OK. The new Inlet Mass Flowl item appears in the 

COSMOSFloWorks Design Tree. 

1
'-(, Defou~ ::1: 
El·~ Input [tata 

C!} Computational Doma1n 

):x Global CMrd1nate System 

"~ L·ocal lnliol 1··1esh 
r;t __ T~nsferred Boundar,- Condltons 

-"'!! Component Control 
EJ Pi Boundar,. C.ondltons 

}:~ 

Figure 3.26: New inlet mass flowl 

vi. Select the inner fuce of the Lid 2 part as shown. 

vii. Right-click the Boundary Conditions icon and select Insert Boundary 

Condition. 

0 f..,.,_<1>) 
5. '"'el!d-:: :::-

Figure 3.27: Inner face selected 



viiL Select Pressure openings and Static Pressure. 

J Bnc set of bour~der; ·:or.d~IOI'15 

I r Fie'"' o~.ngs 

ll (Z '~""' """'' 

r ~<all 

. ·•· 

Figure 3.28: Pressure openings 

ix. Keep the defaults under Settings. 

OK 

;. X --1 
~~, .. ---- OK 

=~=:. 

Figure 3.29: Boundary conditions (settings tab) 
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x. Click OK. The new Static Pressurel item appears in the 

COSMOSFlo Works Design Tree. 

'If r ··.,, 'of au~ :y. 
g -'-+ l11put Data 

(JJ Cof'!'lput!tJor*lal [1,,ma1n 

J:. Gkt~al Co·:wdinate System 
11! Lo·:ol lnrt1al Meoh 

;-,._, T ra'i~erred Boundarl C~ndrt1ons 

~ ·:,Jr"lponent Colitrol 

a )'..\ Bound~r_.. Con·jrt1ons 
f\..~ Inlet l·lass Flo·.,· 1 

-~ 

Figure 3.30: New static pressure 1 

3.4.2 Define the Engineering Goal 

Surface Goal is a physical parameter calculated on a user-specified face of the 

model. There are total 6 steps and the steps are; 

i. Right-click the COSMOSFloWorks Design Tree Goals icon and select 

Insert Surface Goal. 

\ '.t Heat Sou1·ceo 
,,-f\ lnrt1a1 C·Jii·:Jrt:i·Jns 

• Porous Cond~ions 

,. t'f!l:"' Insert Global Gc>aL 
f£ ~ Re~u~~ 

Insert Volume GoaL 

Figure 3.31: Surface goal inserted 
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ii. Click the Inlet Mass Flowl item to select the face where it is going to be 

applied. 

iii. Select Static Pressure as Goal type. 

fJl ·:omputatr·Jn~l D0marn 

J: .. ·31obal Coordrnate System 
·;''fj Lo.:ai in!tral L·iesh 

r:"' Transferred Boundary Condrtrons 

~ :·:rmo·~r:elit C)ntr··::l 

.-;:;1 f=<i Bowr1dar:' Con·:Ht:con~ 

IIi Inlet Mass Rowl 

t/1- Statr·: Pressure 1 

Q::; Fans 

Y. i Heat S·:rurces 
;·t· lrirtrai ·:onditr·::ns 

Goal type: 

I 5 talic Preosure 

Faces to a~ the suface goat r-<1EIIIrudl1> 

Figure 3.32: Goal type. 

iv. Accept to Use the goal for convergence control. And keep the Average 

Value. 

1'1 Uae lhe P frlf corwgeuce comd 

OK 

Figure 3.33: Surface goal 
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v. Click OK. The new SG Average Static Pressurel item appears in the 

COSMOS Flo Works Design Tree. 

EJ Goals 

:;\ SG _'-:.-eroQe Stot1c Pressure 1 

Figure 3.34: SO average static pressure 1 

v1. Click File, Save. 

3.4.3 Solution 

1. Click Flo Works, Solve, Run. 

n. Click Run. 

Figure 3.35: Solver 



3.4.4 Monitor the Solver 

~.rr.,:.-1 :>: 
~Strte,l!lo~•~,.n"" :1;E1: 
r'll,-.1, : =~~:e71 
1e•e·•:.-! ""'' 1 t•e•e :E: 
=~~~""' : : ::6 
~ .... ,., •:&:u'el•:n 

Figure 3.36: Click insert goal plot on the solver toolbar. 
The add/remove goals dialog box appears 
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i. Double-click the SG Average Static Pressurel in the Available goals 

list and click OK. 

r--~-~--~~, 
I ~ :. o1ct •• 

I , -> -,,,>'"'___.' 
--- I 01<. 
SGAveragaSialiePrewnf: ----' 

I 
,,, ,, > I 

::!J I <·A-AI 1[1____ -~.!lj 
Plot- jGool .... 1 

Figure 3.37: Add/remove goals 



ii. Goal Plot I will appears 

202680 
190000 
119008 
169010 
159000 
160010 
141000 
133000 i 

Absolute Scalell\ld• Nln.Aubl NO><) 

l~'--

125000 Herotlons 
117631 '----------~:;;-----'-.::.._:_::_:__ 

110 

Figure 3.38: Goal plot I 

iii. Click Insert Preview on the Solver toolbar. 

iv. This is the Preview Settings dialog box. 

--- ()EJ 

o.linlion I Sol&vo I '--1 Optiana I Aogion I 

r:::.·· 
I--
1 

Om 

----~-~--
rM.....,_ 

jj, 
' 

;::--~--~.1 
rv...,.._ 

Figure 3.39: Preview settings 

OK 
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Figure 3.40: Pressure variation 

v. When the solver is finished, close the monitor by clicking File, Close 

3.4.5 Access the Results 

i. Click FloWorks, Results, Display, Transparency and set the model 

transparency to 0.75. 

\IUtotet 

---)-- n75 

OK 

Figure 3.41: Model transparency 
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ii. Right-click the Results icon and select Load Results to activate the post 

processor. 

Figure 3.42: Load the resuhs 

3.4.6 Cut Plots 

Cut plot displays a section view of a parameter distribution. The parameter can 

be represented as a contour plot and as isolines. There are total 7 steps and the steps are; 

1. Right-click the Cut Plots icon and select Insert. 

1~1 ~ Resuho 

If* l.·leoh 

.. !~ht$1m.l 
<) ;.urfece f ~ • 

.. j}l, loosurfaceo 

~ Ra·.·; T rajectone!l 

afJ !\! Pioto .. 
E. Surfa,:e Parameters 
A p,,int Pa1~mete1~ 
~ c;~als 
!J Rep·ort 

~~ R~eren·:e Rvd Temperature 

Figure 3.43: Cut plots inserted 
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ii. Specify a plane. Choose Plane 1 as the cut plane. To do this, click on the 

Solid Works Feature Manager tab and select Plane 1. Click OK. 

Cofri>on 1-...1 Aopon 1-1 
OK Ruid Solid-----

~--l !ii1 Contours r c-~'11'' r rh II ....... r :$011f"le$ r, l;t,.:- rl lr • ..-

r ·.;ecto~ r .. ctn --··I 
c- I - -------· 

Sect>0"1 pi~ clef1nrtr0!"1 !Reere":;e :!1 .. I 
s-.- _.......,.,. 

PJ.AN£1 jom :fl r 

Figure 3.44: Cut plot 

iii. To access additional options for this and other plots, either double-clicks 

on the color scale or right-click the Results icon and selects View 

Settings. 

-........ ()ollono ~s,.tom 

eo-n I - I - I RowT-
Settll" .. l - --------------- ---------1 

Pml'!l~er· I ~-e~~..;re ::J ! 

r,1a_~ Z.7EO:l ?.:.1 Pa 

~a~e 

·lu~er~color5. 

;;,1, :'712'1'22"'"'ss'"••=---':f1:5 ' 
~~2iE.: 1 _ ::•1 Pe ::S 

:!1 

-----) ,~. 

Figure 3.45: Contours setting 

X 

a-.. 
s ... At. .. __ , 
c..:.o I 
H... I 
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iv. Change the contour cut plot to a vector cut plot. To do this, right-click the 

Cut Plot 1 icon and select Edit Definition. 

S! Resutts 

II'* Mesh 
B ~ Cut Plots 

+ Su~ace Plots ~~~ ·•• 
, -~ ~''~·~·~tl·•~r~ 
·~ lsosurfaces Oelr and Hde 

Figure 3.46: Edit definition for cut plot 1 

v. Clear Contours and select V eetors in the plot definition. 

Oefri>on I s-g, I Rog;on r-1 
' ~u1d - 1 Sor,d -

r C.~ntcu~ I r I ,,.-,1 •• <f 

r lsolir.es I I r I :·1r1"' 

,;7 ','e:tors I . 
i 

~----------___] L -------~ 

P·:vous· 
j,-,,.t-., 

r, ,, " 
j I•• 

"11:1'"'"'·-""-,-.-------.3 

Figure 3.47: Cut plot (vectors) 

vi. Click OK. 

OK 



3.4. 7 Surface Plots 

Surface plot displays the parameter distribution on the selected model faces or 

SolidWorks surfaces. There are total4 steps and the steps are; 

i. Right-click the Cut Plot 1 icon and select Hide. 

ii. Right-click the Surface Plots icon and select Insert. 

Figure 3.48: Surface plots inserted 

iii. Select the Use aU faces and Contours check box. 

X 

OK 

(:; Fiu.d ("' 

I 
P' ,:omou"S 

r iSOIIno!S 

r .e;to'l 

v ... s ..... , 

Conool 

Figure 3.49: Surface plot 

iv. ClickOK 
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3.4.8 Flow Trajectory Plots 

Flow Trajectory Plots display flow streamlines or as trajectories of physical 

particles. Flow streamlines are lines where the flow velocity vector is tangent to that line 

at any point of the line. Physical particles are spherical particles of specified material 

(liquid or solid) and constant mass. There are total 5 steps and the steps are; 

1. Right-click the Isosurfaces icon and select Hide. 

ii. Right-click the Flow Trajectories icon and select Insert. 

~ Re~OJ~~
w; l,le•h 

8 .! ·:ut PJ.~ts 
~ :ut P:ot 1 

~ Surf!·:!' pi,~t~ 
fh lsoswrfaces 

~ ~ 
~ x-:r' P:.Jts •e•l 
E Surf ~ce Parameters 

Figure 3.50: Flow trajectories inserted 

iii. In the COSMOSFlo Works Design Tree, click the Static Pressure! item 

to select the inner fuce of the outlet Lid 2 part. 



,,1- T r~~nsferred Bourdar1 Cond<1ons 
~ Compor1ent Control 

El 0 Boundar/ Condftions 

M Inlet Mess Flow1 .. 
Q=; Fans 
t:_li Heat Sources 

~ lnrt1al Conditions 

• Porous C(lndit1ons 

Start po1rns from· 

I Reference :!1) 

Reh!rence: 

Figure 3.51: Flow trajectories 

iv. Set the Number oftrajeetories to 16. 

v. ClickOK 

3.4.9 XY Plots 
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XY-Piot is to see how a parameter changes along a specified direction. The data 

are exported into an Excel workbook, where parameter charts and values are displayed. 

There are total 3 steps and the steps are; 

i. Right-click the XY Plots icon and select Insert. 

ii. Choose Velocity and Pressure as Physical parameters (either double

click on them or mark and pick Add). Select Sketcbl from the Solid 

Works Feature Manager. Leave all options as defaults. 



Velocty 

\-,t-ICCit;.. .. 

· •. e,cc~j 
2:-.,~lccity 

:=re-!r St'"!"SS 

l"'UtFI<>X 

.;. ,·I.' ass Fr11ctc~ 
,;., ··\/ttl.~ Fr11ct1t:~ 
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r ~.....- "'"""""'""""" !lsw, 
L.---------------- --

c~.,.....--1 

t"M¥11Mffi§t£+1!ttfi I 
--- ----------------- --- - -

CPiol--~ -. I euv. l.erOII 3 
T~ 

·I~• 3 
,mn .... 

Add AI 

Figure 3.52: XY plot 

iii. Click OK. MS Excel will open and generate two lists of data points as 

well as two graphs, one for Velocity and the other for Pressure. You will 

need to toggle between different sheets in Excel to view each graph. 

3.5 Machining Process 

The material that use is aluminium with 30 milimeter diameter. First, measure 

and cutting the material to 150 milimeter length using bansaw machine [Figure 3.43(b)]. 

Than, extract the G-Code follow the list from DMG Fanuc guide book. There are two G

Code, for original production valve and redesign valve. After that, put the G-Code in the 

simulator to simulate whether the code is valid to machining (Figure 3.44). After the G

Code validated, the machine can be settings like clamper openings, tool offset and home 

position. Than, the machine start to turning and cuting the aluminium like in Figure 

3.45(a), until actual shape is produce. But, the product not fully finished [Figure 3.45(b)] 
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because the clamp and center drill side cannot be machining. Next, remove unnecessary 

part using saw (Figure 3.46) and lastly, smooth the rough part using grinder machine and 

sand paper [Figure 3.47(a) and 3.47(b)] 

a) Cut the aluminium using bansaw machine 

Figure 3.53: Cutting process 

Figure 3.54: Bansaw machine 



b) Extract the G-Code 

1. G-Code for original production valve 

02021 (ORIGINAL PRODUCTION VALVE); 

G90 GOO G40 G80; 

GOO X300 Z30; 

G92 82000; 

T505; 

G96 8120 M04; 

GOO X31.5 Z2.0 M08; 

G71 U0.3 R0.5; 

G71 PIO Q20 U0.2 W0.2 F0.25; 

NIO GOO G42 X31.0 Zl.O; 

GO! X29.0 ZO; 

X4.5 Z-20.0; 

X5.5 Z-20.5; 

Z-25.0; 

G02 X5.5 Z-27.0 Rl.5; 

GO! X5.5 Z-120.0; 

G02 Xl7.5 Z-127.5 R8.5; 

GO! X21.5 Z-129.5; 

Z-130.5; 

X20.0 Z-131.0; 

X29.0 Z-135.0; 

N20GOOX30; 

G70 PIO Q20 FO.l; 

GOO X300 Z30 M09; 

M05; 

M30; 
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ii. G-Code for modified valve 

02022 (MODIFIED VALVE); 

G90 GOO G40 G80; 

GOO X300 Z30; 

092 82000; 

T505; 

G96 S 120 M04; 

GOO X55.0 Z2.0 M08; 

071 U0.3 R0.15; 

071 PI 0 Q20 U0.2 W0.2 F0.25; 

NIO GOO G42 X54.0 Zl.O; 

GOI X51.0 ZO; 

X5.5 Z-20.0; 

Z-25.0; 

G02 X5.5 Z-27.0 Rl.5; 

GO! Z-98.5; 

X5.0 Z-101.0; 

Z-125.0; 

G02 XIO.O Z-127.5 R2.69; 

GOI X17.5; 

X21.5 Z-129.5; 

Z-131.0; 

X20.0 Z-135.0; 

X51.0 Z-140.0; 

N20GOOX65; 

070 PIO Q20 FO.l; 

GOO X300 Z30 M09; 

M05; 

M30; 
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c) Put the G-Code into the simulator 

Figure 3.55: Simulation process 

d) The CNC Lathe Machine cut the aluminium based on G-Code that had put in 

simulator. 

Figure 3.56: Machining process 
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Figure 3.57: Product of lathe machining 

e) Remove the uonecessary part. 

Figure 3.58: Sawing excess material. 

f) Smooth the rough part using grinder machine and sand paper 



so 

Figure 3.59: Initial polishing 

Figure 3.60: Final polishing 

3.6 Summary 

This chapter concludes about how to measuring draw the intake valve using 

Solidworks, create a CosmosFloworks project, extract the 0-Codes, and finishing the 

valve. 



CHAPTER4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1 Introduction 

Chapter 4 contains about resuh of domain and flow analysis. There are four flow 

analysis results for every four intake valve like cut plots, surfuce plots, flow trajectory 

plots and XY plots. For machining results, two products have been produce by CNC 

Lathe Machine. But, the modified intake valve is defect because of the cutting tool 

problem. 

4.2 Domain Analysis Result 

Domain analysis is to create fluid body assembly include or exclude cavities 

without flow conditions. Fluid body assembly is volume of liquid or gas contained in 

cavity while solid body assembly is like a mould to make cavity. If no resuh outcome, 

the solid body assembly is leakage. 
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• 
Figure 4.1: Fluid body assembly 

4.3 CFD Modeling 

This is so lid body assembly that use to analysis the original intake valve and 

modified intake valve to obtain flow and pressure inside combustion chamber . 

c d • 
Figure 4.2: CFD modeling 
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4.4 Flow Analysis Result 

After make a flow analysis, there are 5 resuhs in every 4 valves. There is the 

report from analysis of original intake valve where the valve clearance is 1 millimeter; 

Table 4.1: COSMOS Flow Report 

Item Description 

General Info 

Units system SI (m-kg-s) 

Analysis type Internal 

Exclude cavities without flow conditions On 

Physical Features 

Heat transfer in solids Off 

Gravitational effects Off 

Laminar flow Off 

Compressibility effects On 

Fluids Air 

Initial Conditions 

Static Pressure 101325 Pa 

Temperature 293.2 K 



Defuult wall condition 

Adiabatic wall 

Boundary Conditions 

Type 

Flow vectors direction 

Mass flow rate normal to fuce 

Boundary layer type 

Results 

Iterations 

Minimum Pressure [Pa] 

Maximum Pressure [Pa] 

Minimum Temperature [K] 

Maximum Temperature [K] 

Minimum Velocity [m/s] 

Maximum Velocity [m/s] 

On 

On 

Inlet Mass Flow (inlet) 

Static Pressure (outlet) 

Normal to fuce 

0.1 kg/s 

Turbulent 

2856 

61767.7 

1.21963e+006 

214.197 

414.827 

0.0119664 

585.603 
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4.4.1 Cut Plots 
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Figure 4.3: Pressure contour (original intake valve) 
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Figure 4.4: Pressure contour (original intake valve with fin) 
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Figure 4.5: Pressure contour (modified intake valve) 
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Figure 4.6: Pressure contour (modified intake valve with fin) 
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4.4.2 Surface Plots 

Figure 4. 7: Pressure counter at wall (original intake valve) 

Figure 4.8: Pressure counter at wall (original intake valve with fin) 
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Figure 4.9: Pressure counter at wall (modified intake valve) 

Figure 4.10: Pressure counter at wall (modified intake valve with fin) 
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4.4.3 Flow Trajectory Plots 

Figure 4.5(b) show the tumble movement of flow when enter the combustion 

chamber. This criterion is needed to influence the pressure in combustion chamber. 

Modified intake valve in Figure 4.5(c) is produce good tumble while modified intake 

valve with fin in Figure 4.5(d) produce wider flow. 

Figure 4.11: Flow trajectory (original intake valve) 
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.. ·•' . ;-/ .. : ' ·.· Tumble 

(i0 

Figure 4.12: Flow trajectory (original intake valve with fin) 

' -/ ,• J 
I 

' 

Figure 4.13: Flow trajectory (modified intake valve) 
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'' ):. 

Figure 4.14: Flow trajectory (modified intake valve with fin) 

4.4.4 XY Plots 

There are two types of graph, curve length versus velocity and curve length 

versus pressure. The curve length is shown in Figure 4.6 below. 

Outlet: 0.198 meter -----..... .. /~ I Inlet: 0 meter 

Figure 4.15: Curve length (green line) 
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a) Curve length versus velocity 
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Figure 4.16: Curve length versus velocity (original intake valve) 
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Figure 4.17: Curve length versus velocity (original intake valve with fin) 
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Figure 4.18: Curve length versus velocity (modified intake valve) 
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Figure 4.19: Curve length versus velocity (modified intake valve fin) 
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a) Curve length versus pressure 
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Figure 4.20: Curve length versus pressure (original intake valve) 

Figure 4.21: Curve length versus pressure (original intake valve with fin) 
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Figure 4.22: Curve length versus pressure (modified intake valve) 
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Figure 4.23: Curve length versus pressure (modified intake valve with fin) 
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4.5 Machining Result 

Figure 4.24: Original production valve 

Figure 4.25: Modified production valve 

Modified part 

Figure 4.26: Modified parts 
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4.6 Discussion 

When the modified valve is machined, some problem is detected. The bottom 

part is not following the actual design (Figure 4.13) because the cutting tool is not 

appropriate (Figure 4.12). The fmishing cutting tool cannot cut with angle 90° 

(horizontal). Finally, modified intake valve defect and cannot be use. So, the machining 

process was repeated with same G-Code but use other cutting tool (Figure 4.14). 

Cutting tool 

Figure 4.27: Wrong cutting tool. 

Figure 4.28: Actual shape (red line). 
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Cutting tool 

Figure 4.29: Right cutting tool. 

4.7 Conclusion 

This chapter concludes about analysis result to choose the efficient intake valve. 

So, from this basic analysis show that the good valve is modified intake valve with fin. 

Than, the intake valve can be produce by CNC Lathe Machine but with supplement 

work. The cutting tool must appropriate to avoid a defect after machining process. 



CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 

5.1 Introduction 

This chapter is about the problem that this project encounters before, 

during and after the project. This chapter also discuss about the conclusion and 

recommendation of the project. Problem that will be discussed here is the entire problem 

encountered in every task the project. Problem that will be discussed here is the entire 

problem encountered in every task in the project. 

5.2 Project Problems 

5.2.1 Literature Review Problems 

The problem encountered during literature review is mainly about the difficulty 

to information about this project. The problem is like, limited resources to get the 

relevant material such as books and internet connection problem. . It also include the 

material choose and process fubrication for the project. 
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5.2.2 Designing and Sketching 

It very hard to choose the good design because didn't have any reference as 

needed. The student had to sketch as many as can design to choose the good model. 

Because of the idea were from the student directly, so there are no references that can be 

referred. All the drawing and dimension need to generate by student itself. 

5.2.3 Fabrication Processes Problem 

The fabrication processes were quite difficult to be completed because a lot 

procedures and forms to be filled up just to borrow tools. This slows the project and the 

time to complete the tasks in the project. 

5.3 Recommendation 

Several recommendations I would like to express for myself and the faculty for 

future final year project is: 

I. More time given to the project, it include the final year student should 

more focus on fmal year project only or give two semester to doing the 

fmal year project. This could make the result of the project finish on time 

and have better result. 

2. The planning of the project must be done before the project started 

3. The task fur every student must be explain more detail 

4. Make sure that the machine and their apparatus that want to use is in good 

condition. 

I 
I 
t 
' 
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5.4 Future Work 

Future planning for the intake valve is to develop the function of fin, use CFD 

Fluent software, using good material (example Stainless Steel) and test the valve in real 

engine. If the upgrade can be done the intake valve can have better performance, more 

light and last longer. 

5.3 Conclusion 

For the conclusion, overall perception of the project carried out was good. This 

project gains my knowledge by searching information in the internet. The project also 

generates my capability to make a good research report in thesis form or technical 

writing. I also get all the objectives of this project are accomplished, which are to design 

original production intake valve and modified intake valve. 
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Exhaust valve 

Piston 



GO 
G1 
G2 
G3 
G4 
G10 
G11 
G18 
G28 
G33 
G40 

G41 
G42 
G52 
G53 
G54 

G55 
G56 
G57 
G58 
G59 
G70 
G71 
G72 
G73 
G76 
GSO 
G83 
G84 
G85 
G87 
G88 
089 
G90 
G91 
G92 
G94 
G95 
G96 
G97 
G107 
G112 
G113 
G174 
G175 
G176 
G177 

APPENDIXB 

G-Codec and M-Codes for DMG Fanuc Turning Machine 

L;'lear axis movement in the rapid t~averse. 

L:near axis movement with work speed. 
C·.rcu!ar interpolation in clockW!SC direction 

Crrcular interpolation in ant'~clockwise direction. 
DweiJ lime. 

Data input v'a the program. 
Cancels the data input mode v a the program. 
Seiec!ioo of the machining area Z X. 
Return to the reference point (w1th optional C axis) 
Thread-ct.Jttlng movement. 

Deact1vat10n of the radius compensaton. 

Too\ ra01us compensation with workpiece on the r·ght-ra~"d side of the pro~le 
Too! radius compensation with the wark.p1ece on the left-hand s•de of the profile 
Absolute programmable zero point displacement 
Act1vates shifts With reference :a the nachine zero point 
Cha0geab e zero point displacerr:ent. 
Cnangeab:e zero poirt. displacerrent 
Cl1.angeab!e zero point displace~ent 
Changeab:e zero point displace-nent 
c~angeabre zero poim displace :rent 
Chargeable zero point displacement. 
F,r!JSh•.r,g cycle. 

Mater1a1 abrasion during tre turning process 

Mater:a' abrasion during the surfacing process. 
Cor-tau: repetition. 
Ti-Jreao-cutt:~g cyc!e in various passes. 
Carce;s the fixed cydes ior frontal drrlling. 
F:xed cyc:c for fro;,fa! dr::'-':g. 

Fxed cycle for frontai tapping. 
F1xed cycle for frontal drilling 
F1xed cycle for lateral drillmg. 

F1xed cycle for lateral taoping 
FixeU c.yd~ fu; le:Ht'fd:l Ufilliuy. 

Programming with absolute coordinates. 
Progmmming with incremental coordinates 
Lir1itation of the spindle speed. 

P·ogCJrnm'"9 of the feed 1n rnmimin. 
Progr3rnr11ng of the feed in rnmi·ev. 
Programrring of the constant cutting soeed in m.Jm:il. 
Progrdrf!~ing of the sp:~a!e rotation Wilr'l fixed spcea rcvimin 
Cylindrical rnterpolation 
lmerpola~ion in po•ar coordinates 
Deletes tne rterpola1ion in polar coordinates 
Rouglingiore·turning cyc:e radial grooves 
Finist-.rng cyc·!e rad:al grooves. 

Roughrngipre-turning cycle ax,ai grooves 
Finishing cycle axial grooves 
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MO => 

M1 => 

M2 => 

M3 => 

M4 => 

M6 -~ 

M7 => 

M8 => 

M9 => 

M10 => 

M11 => 

M12 => 

M13 => 

M14 => 

M16 => 

M18 => 

M19 => 

M20 => 

M21 => 

M22 => 

M23 => 

M24 => 

M25 => 

M26 ::::> 

M27 => 

M30 ::::> 

M31 ==> 

M36 => 

M37 => 

M46 :::> 

M62 => 

M65 => 

M66 => 

M68 ::::> 

M69 => 

M88 => 

M89 => 

M90 ::::> 

Program stop 
Optional program stop 
Program end (with:>ut rewind program) 
Spindle rotation 1n clockwise direction 
Spindle rotation in anti-clockwise d<rec\!on 
Spindle stop 
Coolant activation, not due to sp1ndle rotat1on 
Coolant activation_ due to spindle rotation 
Coolant de-activat on 
Air jet activation for c!eanmg the clamping jaws (activation of the spindle rotat>oo 
with open clamping Jaws) 
Air jet de-activation for cleaning the clamping jaws (de-activation of spindle 
rotation with open clamp1ng 1aws) 
Decrease of the clamping pressure on the clamping chuck (opt<on) 
Clockwise sptndle rotation and coolant delivery 
Spindle rotation in counter-clockwise direction ana coolant delivery 
Enforcement of turret head rotat,on in c'ockwrse direction 
Reset normal clamping pressure of1he clamping cnuck (Option) 

Spindle orientation (M19 Sxx --~es sp1rd1e w-tr xx straight line) 
Activation of the sp1ndie brake (option) 
De-activation of tre sp1no 1e brake (option) 

Conditional advance of tile counter-heaa q·" (act ve m case of qwll thrust) 
Conditional backward movement of the quill counter-head (active -n case of a 
quill thrust) 
Unconditional advance of the quill of the cocnte'-"ead (aC1ive in case of a quill 
thrust) 

Unconditional return Movement of toe qwll of toe counter-head (act ve 1n case cf 
a quill thr~st) 
Open1ng of the aubmat c anti-skid Clam (option) 
Closing of tre autcma:ic anti-skid aoo' (option) 
End of prograrr. (w!h reverse vani 
Cancelling of the co no tors fort he next tool change 
Uncoupling C axis (option) 
Coupling C axis (option) 
Enforcement of the turret head d!rect'Ofi oi rotal!o~ in cou!"'ter-c1ockwlse direction 

Increase of the p:eoe counter or the moni:or (only ac:ive in the actomat<c mode: 
ln:errogat1cn end tac (option) 

Hanashake funct1011 (ootion) 

C 1ose chucK f collet 

Oper chuck! co;:et 

Move arm ·nto reutral position for workpiece recroval. bottom {opt-on) 

Move arm to work pos;tror •or workpiece rerr.oval. top (option) 

Savrr.g of the probe pacameter in the PMC (from #815 to #8' 8) 

M100 => Temporary savhg of tre active S 
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